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Incoherent scattering of gamma rays
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TIio k>ial atomic cj oas-fcicctiojis arc clotcrmincd in Carbon, Alinniniiiin 
Copper, Silver, Samarium, TungHtoii ami Lead at selected photon 
cnoi'gios in the energy range 45-1115 keV by the Iransmissjon method 
in a good-geometry set-up employing a 35 ee Co-axial Ge(Li) speetro- 
meter The values of the bound-electron incoherent Hcatteiing 
erosB-scetiouH are extracted. The bound electron incohorent 
scattering cross-sections calculated using th(̂  S{g, Z) values based 
on the Thomas-Permi (TP) and Hatree-Fock-Slatei (HPS) models, 
arc interpolated and the theoretical values of (Tu arc obtained. The 
freo-electron incohorent scattering cross-sections oy are computed 
from the Klein-Nishina Formula The bound to free electron cross- 
section ratios are formed and a comparison is made between the 
values of {(Tijcrf)̂ >̂î H and (o'b/(r̂ )<fteor-

1. Introbxjotion

The incoherent scattering ol gamma I’ays by free electrons is accurately desci’ibeil 
by the Klein-Nishina theory (1929) But in all practical situations vhcrc the 
scattering electrons are bound, the applicability of the Klein-Nishina theriry is 
restricted to cases vhore the momentum q transferred to the Cileetroii is laige 
compared with the square root of the binding energy of the electron H this 
condition is not fulfilled, the incoherent scattering cross-section is reduced and 
is obtained by multiidying the Klein-Nishina cross-section by a factor ti{q, Z), 
called the incohorent scattering function. This function approaches unity in 
situations where the free-eloctron hypothesis is justified and vanishes in the othei 
extreme case of small momentum transfer Theoretical calculations of iS'(</, Z) 
have usually been carried out using various models for the atomic charge dis
tribution. Of the various models used to describe the atomic charge distribution, 
only tw'o namely the Thoinas-Permi (1926, 1928) and Hartree-Pock-81ater (1928, 
1930, 1951) models arc important from the stand point of ajiplicability and 
accuracy.

Experimental investigations on the incoherent scattering of gamma rays 
are relatively few. Generally two experimental methods are employed to study 
the incoherent scattering process : the coincidence method and the subtraction
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molliod. Ill vioŵ  of ilio low ooiiiHdeiico counting raten involved, tlie cxj)iTi- 
meiital aeciuiuy attainable with the first method is, however, not adequate, tlu* 
;iHso(ji<itetl eu ors ranging from 5 to 20% The second mfihod eonsisis of detei- 
iiiming tlu! total atomic cioss-sectiojis by tranamjssioii experiiiieiits and sub- 
t-i acting from it tlie theoretically eomiiuted contributions (hie to photoelectric, 
coherciut scattering and pair pjoduciion processes. Thî  extiacted incoherent 
Hcatl-ejing cross sections (eri,) can he divided by the resiicctivc free electron 
scattering cross-sections (o-f) (ioinputod from the Klein-Nishina formula to obtain 
th(i mcola^ient scatbeiing function (fTfr/tr/) By suitably selecting the (‘iicigy 
r(‘gi(ui foj- each element, reasonably good (^xxicrimental accuracy can be attained 
woth this method The jirevious investigations (Kainana Kao vi al 19(15) arc 
confined t.o limited energy and Z regions only IVIoreovei, in (hose invostiga/tions 
the subtracted t.heojctical cross-sections arc loss accurate. Recently, improved 
and moie accurate theoretical cross sections (Scofield, 1975; Storm Isreal, 
1979) have been reported. H(uic(', m t-lui lut̂ sent. investigations, the boun(][ 
clfMjtron incoherent scattering cross-soctions are extracted by using th(‘ siibtrac- 
liion technique over a vv'ido energy and Z regions.
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2 Experiment

5'lu' total atomic cross sections are determined in seven elements T, Al, 
Cu, Ag, Sm, VV and Rb at selected photon energies in the energy legioii ol 45 
to 1115 koV by eonducting t.i ansmission experiments m a good geometry set-up : 
(hakshmiiiarayana, 19(il; Subralimanya Rcddi, 1973; Premeharid, 1973; Aruiia 
Prasad, 1975). A 35 ec (;o-axial Ge(Li) spoctromoier oquijipod Avjth a !ND 512 
ehaimol analyser is omidoyod as the photon detector. The errors assoeiated 
with the total cross-soetions are about 1 %, except in five cases using the element 
samarium. In the case of samarium wliieh is used in the form of SmgOg pow^dei, 
the tot,al cr(»as sections are, however, associated with an error of about 2%. The 
bound electron mcohoront scattering cross sections are extracted, by subtracting 
the theoretical cross sections from the measured total cross-sections The bound 
to fr(ie electron cross sections ratios (ers/fT/) are then formed. Photocloctiicj 
(n'oss-sectioiis reported by Sfoliled (1973) and coherent and pair production 
cross-sections tabulated by Storm & Israel (1970) aie utilised for subtraction. 
No errors are reported m the theoretical values of Coherent scattoiiug eioss- 
seetious (Storm & Israel, 1970). Moreover, the contribution due to this effect 
is very small. The error in the photoelectric cross-sections is of the order of 
0.1% as re])orted by the author (Scofield, 1973). Hence, the effect of errors in 
the tluMiretical cross-sections of photoelectric process and coherent scattering 
IS negligibly .small. However, tliis effect is also taken into consideration while 
estimating the error in the bound-electron mcohei-ent scattoi’ing cross-section 
as well as the integral ineohereut scattering function ((t̂ /ct/).
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8. R bsults and D iscussion

8’lu* PX})orini(Miial ratios and the theoretical ratios based on the Thonias- 
Fer-mi (TF) and Hart.roo-Fo(;k-Slatcv (HFS) models are furnished in table 1 
Tlie I'atio (o'b/n'/) enables a quantitative estimation of the influence of binding, 
ihv. tleviation of tliis ratio Irorn unity being a simple measure of it. It can be 
seen from table J that ((r(,l<Tf)e,pt and {<TblGrf)theor show a progressive decrease with 
increasing atomic number and decreasing energy in conformity with the expected 
Ireiul ol' vai'iation

It can also be seen from table 1 that the ratios based on the HFS model, 
shmv blotter agreement, in general, with the experimental ratios in low- and 
medium--^ elements particularly in 0, A1 and Cu. This is because of the more 
so])histicated nature of the HFS model calculations, ft can bo observed that 
both the TF and HFS models fail equally in the case of tungsten and lead This 
is possibly due to the fact that relativistic effects Avhich aiî  considered important 
lor high-,^ elements aie neglected in botli the models.
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